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2011 torrent.Q: Preventing loop in a
sentence I am trying to make a
sentence that has a stop when it
reaches a certain point. For example, I
would want the sentence to stop and I
want it to say "It is being stored". The
thing is that I do not want it to look
like a loop. Here is what I have so far.
//this will be the subject of the
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sentence String stuff = "stuff"; //this
will be the object of the sentence
String stuff2 = "stuff"; //this will be
the verb of the sentence String stuff3 =
"is"; //this is the name of the sentence
String stuff4 = "being"; //This is what I
want it to look like when the sentence
stops String stuff5 = "It is being
stored"; I want to use "stuff3" to be the
verb and I want it to "stretch" to the
end of the sentence but I do not want it
to look like a loop. A: String stuff =
"stuff"; String stuff2 = "stuff"; String
stuff3 = "stuff"; String stuff4 =
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"stuff"; String stuff5 = "It is being
stored"; String result = stuff + " " +
stuff2 + " " + stuff3 + " " + stuff4;
System.out.println(result); will print
stuff2 stuff3 stuff4 being stored If you
want to make it more readable, you
can do: result = "It is being stored";
String stuff = "stuff"; String stuff2 =
"stuff"; String stuff3 = "stuff"; String
stuff4 = "stuff"; result += stuff2 + " "
+ stuff3 + " " + stuff4;
System.out.println(result); and print
the result: It is being stored stuff stuff
stuff but you are using stuff as a result
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of using String stuff4 = "stuff" for the
first time, so the only way is to use the
String stuff = "stuff"; inside the loop,
and to pass the result to the next
iteration. A man from Chicago has
been charged with shooting his baby-
2d92ce491b
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